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STALINISM 

Hist-326 (Spring 2023) 

  

Instructor: Vadim Staklo 

Teaching assistant:  

Location: Horizon Hall 1012 

Time:  Tue, Thu 3pm-4:15pm 

e-mail:  Please use Blackboard for communication 

Office hours:  by appointment 

  

Course description 

 

This course will examine Joseph Stalin, one of the bloodiest dictators in human history, 

and Stalinism, the political, economic, social, and cultural system that bears his name. In just 

three decades of Stalin’s rule, the Soviet Union underwent a radical transformation, as the 

backward, defeated Russian Empire turned into the superpower victor of the Second World War 

and the primary U.S. opponent of the Cold War. The rapid industrialization, forced 

collectivization of agriculture, famine, terror, war, and Cold War brought immeasurable 

suffering to the Soviet people and the peoples of Eastern Europe. Many grew quite expectedly to 

hate Stalin and Stalinism, yet many others, including many of its victims, were (and some 

continue to be) enthusiastic supporters of the Stalinist system. The course will explore that 

seeming paradox and others to understand this man and his system that so dominated the history 

of the 20th century.  

 

Required books: 

 

John Scott, Behind the Urals: An American Worker in Russia's City of Steel, Indiana University Press, 

1989, ISBN 0253205360 

 

Valentin Kataev, Time, Forward!, Northwestern University Press, 1995, ISBN 0810112477 

 

and either of these two books: 

 

Eugenia Ginzburg, Journey into the Whirlwind, Mariner Books, 2002, ISBN 

0156027518 

 

Vasily Grossman, A Writer at War: A Soviet Journalist with the Red Army, 1941-1945, Vintage, 2007, 

ISBN 0307275337 

 

Recommended books: 

 

Thompson, John M., and Christopher J. Ward. Russia: A Historical Introduction from Kievan Rus’ to 

the Present. 8th ed. New York: Routledge, 2019 (available online) 

Riasanovsky, Nicholas V. A History of Russia. 5th ed. New York: Oxford University Press, 1993. 

Kuromiya, Hiroaki. Stalin. Profiles In Power. Taylor and Francis, 2013 (available online through our 

library) 

https://wrlc-gm.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01WRLC_GML/2mgtf9/alma9947012515004105
https://wrlc-gm.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma9946894900304105&context=L&vid=01WRLC_GML:01WRLC_GML&lang=en&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine
https://wrlc-gm.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma9946894900304105&context=L&vid=01WRLC_GML:01WRLC_GML&lang=en&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine
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Additional weekly reading will be posted on Blackboard. Please pay special attention to these 

primary sources and be ready to compare and analyze them.  

 

You are encouraged (not required) to explore, and use for your final essay, the Harvard Project 

on the Soviet Social System Online. Check out this Guide before delving into this very rich 

resource. Another useful source is the collection of Stalin-related images “Stalinka: Digital 

Library of Staliniana”. 

 

We will watch and analyze several films. 

 

All reading and writing assignments are due by the week for which they are posted. 

 

 

Course activities and requirements 

 

This course requires mostly independent work by students. You will not be supervised in the way 

you organize your time and learning. You are expected to read and reflect on the assigned texts, 

primary sources, and films every week before our class meetings. It is your responsibility to 

keep up with the schedule.  

 

1. Lectures will supplement your reading and will help identify the most important concepts 

and problems (Attendance 5%) 

2. Argumentative essays on three books (20%) 

3. Film response (15%) 

4. Reflections on primary sources (10%) 

5. Weekly journal entries chronicling your understanding of the course, research for, and 

conceptualization of, the final essay (15%). 

6. Draft final essay outline (15%) 

7. A final research essay, using all the readings, films, and primary sources studied this 

semester (20%) 

 

 

Learning outcomes 

 

At the end of this course, students will exhibit the following skills which relate to the global 

understanding learning outcomes:  

 

1. Explain the historical roots of Stalinism in the realms of ideology, revolutionary practice, and 

state management.  

2. Explain the basic foundations of the Stalinist political, economic, social, and cultural system.  

3. Distinguish and analyze different types of historical sources (primary and secondary), and 

their groups (archival documents, images, films, books, etc.).  

4. Practice critical reading and proper citation of primary and secondary sources.  

5. Hone critical reading, thinking, writing and oral expression skills. 

 

https://library.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/static/collections/hpsss/index.html
https://library.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/static/collections/hpsss/index.html
https://library.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/static/collections/hpsss/HPSSSguide2020.pdf
https://digital.library.pitt.edu/collection/stalinka-digital-library-staliniana
https://digital.library.pitt.edu/collection/stalinka-digital-library-staliniana
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Tools 

 

Activities and assignments in this course will regularly use the Blackboard learning system. 

Students are required to have regular, reliable access to a computer with an updated operating 

system and a stable broadband Internet connection with a consistent 1.5 Mbps download speed 

or higher.   

 

Strongly recommended: obtain, and learn how to use, a citation management system. Mason has 

its own excellent software, Zotero. 

 

Please be considerate of others and turn off and put away cell phones and other electronic 

devices unless you are emergency response personnel. It is OK to use your laptops, but only to 

take notes, and with WiFi turned off. No audio or video recording, please. 

 

All course materials posted to Blackboard or other course site are private to this class and should 

not be shared. 

 

If you are a student with a disability and you need academic accommodations, please see me and 

contact the Office of Disability Services (ODS) at 993-2474, http://ods.gmu.edu. All academic 

accommodations must be arranged through the ODS. 

 

The integrity of the University community is affected by the individual choices made by each of 

us. Mason has an Honor Code with clear guidelines regarding academic integrity. Three 

fundamental and rather simple principles to follow at all times are that: (1) all work submitted be 

your own; (2) when using the work or ideas of others, including fellow students, give full credit 

through accurate citations; and (3) if you are uncertain about the ground rules on a particular 

assignment, ask for clarification. No grade is important enough to justify academic misconduct. 

Plagiarism means using the exact words, opinions, or factual information from another person 

without giving the person credit. Writers give credit through accepted documentation styles, such 

as parenthetical citation, footnotes, or endnotes. Paraphrased material must also be cited, using 

MLA or APA format. A simple listing of books or articles is not sufficient. Plagiarism is the 

equivalent of intellectual robbery and cannot be tolerated in the academic setting. If you have 

any doubts about what constitutes plagiarism, please see me.  

 

As a faculty member and designated “Responsible Employee,” I am required to report all 

disclosures of sexual assault, interpersonal violence, and stalking to Mason’s Title IX 

Coordinator per university policy 1202. If you wish to speak with someone confidentially, please 

contact one of Mason’s confidential resources, such as Student Support and Advocacy Center 

(SSAC) at 703-993-3686 or Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) at 703-993-2380. 

You may also seek assistance or support measures from Mason’s Title IX Coordinator by calling 

703-993-8730, or emailing titleix@gmu.edu. 

Other Resources and Support Services for undergraduate students: 

https://historyarthistory.gmu.edu/undergraduate/resources-and-support-services   

https://www.zotero.org/
mailto:titleix@gmu.edu
https://historyarthistory.gmu.edu/undergraduate/resources-and-support-services
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CLASS SCHEDULE 

  

Module 1 (January 23-27)  

Introduction. Overview of the course. Terms, concepts, and tools—Journals, Zotero. Effective 

writing. Primary and secondary sources.  

 

 Read:  

Zachary Schrag. “How to Read a Primary Source.” 

Zachary Schrag. “How to Write a Reading Response.”  

A recommended textbook on Russian history. 

 

 Write:  

Post your first entries in the Journal answering these two separate questions (one paragraph 

each): 

1. What is Stalinism? 

2. Why am I taking this course?  

Note that we are not looking for a “correct” answer. Please do not research the subjects but 

provide a raw snapshot of what you think or feel today. This will be a starting point for your 

work this semester. 

Deadline: before class on Thursday (Jan. 26). 

 

  

Module 2 (Jan 30-Feb3)           

What is Stalinism? Modern ideologies. Theory and practice of Marxism. 

 

 Read:  

Marx, Karl, and Friedrich Engels. Manifesto of the Communist Party, 1848. 

Gessen, Keith. “State of Terror.” The New Yorker. November 6, 2017. 

 

Start reading: 

Scott, John. Behind the Urals : An American Worker in Russia’s City of Steel. Bloomington, Indiana 

University Press, 1989. (Essay due Feb. 27) 

 

 Watch: 

Stalin: Man of Steel. Documentary, 2003. 

Stephen Kotkin. Why Does Joseph Stalin Matter? Interview, 2018. 

Stephen Kotkin. Joseph Stalin: Waiting for Hitler (Part 2), Interview, 2018. 

 

 Write:  

Response on Stalin: Man of Steel. (Due by January 31). Please write an informal essay (250-500 

words) reflecting on what the creators tried to tell us about Stalin and his time, and how that 

agrees or disagrees with your understanding of the subject. Do not retell the content or the 

narrative of the film. Rather, show how it helps you learn about the Stalin period. You are 

encouraged (but not required) to compare the film to the Kotkin interview and the assigned 

https://historyprofessor.org/research/how-to-read-a-primary-source/
https://historyprofessor.org/reading/how-to-write-a-reading-response/
https://learn-us-east-1-prod-fleet01-xythos.content.blackboardcdn.com/blackboard.learn.xythos.prod/5a30bcf95ea52/11185264?X-Blackboard-Expiration=1669064400000&X-Blackboard-Signature=y6zYbL4B3IteFtyeEaP9oTOAzK8YP0La5Z1JSpYhZCQ%3D&X-Blackboard-Client-Id=200078&response-cache-control=private%2C%20max-age%3D21600&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27READING_manifesto_of_the_communist_party_short_version.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEIr%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDVtVahMIZSjG6uhdLoQHhcnEMd1Ashfz7N5Nbz%2BTOWpgIgZM53J1ETLAO2oYyfkKt3JUQUAjVS0qw7PjpuXNG%2FAGYq1QQIkv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAAGgw1NTY5MDM4NjEzNjEiDKgSOF8ZRiyTW%2F3iOSqpBLnBX5574gE7gVNbBssMuCxyU4ix0WJTXMirlIjCJrCX2G5F8NjIHWSTcIRLU21%2Bb0e3qu31257sC5V8Q%2BRx%2FgZNOKDnDUAkBuuOyfaZyHt0IUFyrcrp%2FdgS9mY%2Be93p6svAAyN5Uxo1%2BsEvcP8HrX%2F607jctpIE1gn0rGEQk7tdMYvN7%2FVZ34ssIahUMOBytNvl44%2FdOnSs8CYaK9Aw52IR3ZIumw2ay2A0fT1Ozx01dtBBhWyoJ6vDYRjltsctBIoXYhI8Fx6BGS9%2BdXXsKe%2BVPrNMlVxEySN73ysTDKr5yfNFSCve6pu0W6j1%2FxmzpYkAsdZzwQvchmjFu8FCtguo7PxnYyDw3mOfkRkpk5%2FZFJucHYjAU7o%2BsMOpbsEE5AmYKfiviagLuXxjJo15T6u62TH1q1cJE3JO%2FSyT2lBfUOZRfZhzvw5u7x4fysVkJ8oV0u%2Bqxt3oQdS4wDAqwWHxDnrn5W2tDzWb0XWi2xmtTSrlnbSMYcYly9keY8aB4PUYexoO2Y%2BfXNguFKy0iYZImvWmZpQe7%2FQmZcQUQB06yULafsCZUa6CWJ2fVtH6bn%2FaK2B1ke7CM0KQu%2FyZZMTbEfz50UuzgDpBkXi%2BxEE1RBQCvWwhBC5wy7Eetb6CAHoTRRwl0QpgFD9iFIkEr9vHJ1gZpHmKH4ZFfXBw8gfJSlOw9XGoalYtot3hhTohH%2BhSqw1Ojjh7or%2FSaTlOiidb%2BhJxAyJSaQkwhOTumwY6qQHvQVBrlqobfgSt8xx6BMp3brBW8lH2vpj4fXBgIn6Y4gJbZnV2vnM8breykLVmwcHEqWrIm115gjc8mhdO338qa4wo9jG6JAYedHAUnXpWfG2q4WmsHhCHktx6M481EPyyr3QnL%2FeNObm2wqNtBMZv57qHSknV6OwZ5VA8I1q7aGDfVoI5OsnHQjeYx%2FWivXFRxBWBVzvCGN4lI2G%2FdKZkzsxloVmV1ZwQ&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20221121T150000Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=21600&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYDKQORRYYPU3CE5Q%2F20221121%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=37d73489dfd0ceef11553f4ca77b5df6820de9ad288947dbba02e44e2ea4cf24
https://mymasonportal.gmu.edu/bbcswebdav/pid-12231107-dt-content-rid-198916836_1/xid-198916836_1
https://youtu.be/HRkVq4sR_V8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhi2icRXbHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fq5Q6YfJtC0
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readings. References to specific episodes could be helpful in showing that you have analyzed the 

film in the context of this course. 

 

 

Module 3 (Feb 6-10) 

Rise to Power. Russian revolutions and political struggle. Worker’s opposition. Kronstadt 

rebellion. Trotsky, Bukharin defeated. 

 

 Read:  

Shliapnikov. “Appeal of the 22,” 1922.  

Osinskii. “Democratic Centralists Oppose Centralization.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, 

March 1920. 

Kronstadt Rebels. “What Are We Fighting For?” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, March 8, 

1921. 

 

 Watch: 

Chapaev. Lenfilm Studio, 1934. 

 

 Write:  

1. Response on Chapaev. (Due by Feb. 9). Please write an informal essay (250-500 words) 

reflecting on what the creators tried to tell us about the Civil War, peasants in the class struggle, 

the role of the Party, and/or anything else that stuck you as particularly interesting or unusual. Do 

not retell the content or the narrative of the film. Rather, show how it helps you learn about the 

revolutionary period. References to specific episodes could be helpful in showing that you have 

analyzed the film in the context of this course. 

2. Reflection on reading: Kronstadt and Worker Opposition. (Due by Feb. 9). In 100-150 words, 

explain, what were the common grievances of the rebels and the oppositionists?  

 

 

Module 4 (Feb 13-17) 

Stalin’s Revolution: Collectivization 

 

 Read:  

Lewis Siegelbaum. “Collectivization.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 17, 2015. 

Stalin on the Liquidation of the Kulak. Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, December 27, 1929. 

Hindus, Maurice. The Gathering Storm, 1931. 

 

Optional: 

Kuromiya, Hiroaki. “The Soviet Famine of 1932-1933 Reconsidered.” Europe-Asia Studies 60, no. 4 

(2008): 663–75. 

Stalin. “A Year of Great Change. On the Occasion of the Twelfth Anniversary of the October 

Revolution.” Pravda, November 7, 1929. (Section III only) 

 

 Watch: 

The Soviet Union’s Forgotten Famines, 2008. 

https://www.marxists.org/archive/shliapnikov/1922/appeal.htm
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1921-2/workers-opposition/workers-opposition-texts/democratic-centralists-oppose-centralization/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1921-2/kronstadt-uprising/kronstadt-uprising-texts/rebels-what-are-we-fighting-for/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6KDKMgALps
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/collectivization/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/collectivization/collectivization-texts/stalin-on-the-liquidation-of-the-kulak/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/collectivization/collectivization-texts/the-gathering-storm/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20451530
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/year-of-great-change/year-of-great-change-texts/a-year-of-great-change/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/year-of-great-change/year-of-great-change-texts/a-year-of-great-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJ4L8JEILNE
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Tractor Drivers. FSUE Mosfilm, 1939. 

 

Optional: 

Cossacks of the Kuban. Comedy, Musical. Mosfilm, 1950.  

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: Seeing collectivization. (Due by Feb. 16). In 100-150 words, write 

about the way collectivization was experienced by peasants (Hindus), and how it was different 

from the government’s portrayal of the policy.  

2. Response on Tractor Drivers. (Due by Feb. 16). Please write an informal essay (250-500 

words) reflecting on what the creators tried to tell us about the collectivized agriculture, and any 

interesting details that caught your attention. Do not retell the content or the narrative of the film. 

Rather, show how it helps you learn about the period in general. References to specific episodes 

could be helpful in showing that you have analyzed the film in the context of this course. 

Remember that the film can tell us a lot about the filmmakers themselves, not just about the 

subject matter.  

 

 

Module 5 (Feb 20-24) 

Stalin’s Revolution: Industrialization 

 

 Read:  

Lewis Siegelbaum. “Industrialization Debate.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 17, 2015. 

Gelman. “First Congress of Shock Brigades.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, December 1929. 

Stalin. “Speech at the First All-Union Conference of Stakhanovites.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet 

History, November 17, 1935. 

Stalin. “A Year of Great Change. On the Occasion of the Twelfth Anniversary of the October 

Revolution.” Pravda, November 7, 1929. (Sections I-II). 

 

 Watch: 

The Bright Path. Mosfilm, 1940. 

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: Industrialization. (Due by Feb. 23). In 100-150 words, write about the 

main challenges and dilemmas of industrialization in Soviet Russia.  

2. Response on The Bright Path. (Due by Feb. 23). Please write an informal essay (250-500 

words) reflecting on what industrialization meant for the country, and individual peasants and 

workers. Do not retell the content or the narrative of the film. Rather, show how it helps you 

learn about the period in general. References to specific episodes and interesting details could be 

helpful in showing that you have analyzed the film in the context of this course. Remember that 

the film can tell us a lot about the filmmakers themselves, not just about the subject matter.  

 

 Reminder: Essay on Scott due Feb. 27 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7LglSy4B3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5OY3HuYegg.
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1924-2/industrialization-debate/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/shock-workers/shock-workers-texts/first-congress-of-shock-brigades/
.%20https:/soviethistory.msu.edu/1936-2/year-of-the-stakhanovite/year-of-the-stakhanovite-texts/stalin-at-the-conference-of-stakhanovites
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/year-of-great-change/year-of-great-change-texts/a-year-of-great-change/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/year-of-great-change/year-of-great-change-texts/a-year-of-great-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1wM1FSTIm0
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Module 6 (Feb 27-March 3) 

Stalin’s Revolution: Cultural Revolution 

 

 Read:  

Geldern, James von. “Socialist Realism.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 18, 2015. 

Geldern, James von. “Writers’ Congress.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 18, 2015. 

Gorky, Maksim. “Gorky on Soviet Literature,” August 1934. 

Zhdanov, Andrei. “Soviet Literature–the Richest in Ideas,” 1934. 

 

Start reading: 

Kataev, Valentin. Time, Forward! Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976. (Essay due March 

28) 

 

 Watch: 

Circus. FSUE Mosfilm, 1936. 

 

Optional: 

Jolly Fellows. FSUE Mosfilm, 1934. 

Volga Volga. FSUE Mosfilm, 1938. (Stalin’s favorite film). 

 

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading. In 100-150 words, write about how you understand the style and 

method of Socialist Realism, and its connection to the revolutionary ideology and propaganda. 

(Due by March. 2). 

2. Response on Circus. Please write an informal essay (250-500 words) about the film and what 

ideas and values it propagates. Do not retell the content or the narrative of the film. Rather, show 

how it helps you learn about the period in general. References to specific episodes and 

interesting details could be helpful in showing that you have analyzed the film in the context of 

this course. Remember that the film can tell us a lot about the filmmakers themselves, not just 

about the subject matter. (Due by March 2). 

 

 

Module 7 (March 6-10) 

The Cult of Personality 

 

 Read:  

“Stalin on the Film Ivan the Terrible (1947).” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, August 31, 

2015. 

“How Stalin’s Propaganda Machine Erased People from Photographs, 1922-1953 - Rare Historical 

Photos,” February 27, 2020. 

 

 Watch: 

Ivan the Terrible, Part 1 (1944). Mosfilm, 1944. 

Ivan the Terrible, Part 2 (1945). Mosfilm, 1945. 

https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1934-2/socialist-realism/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1934-2/writers-congress/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1934-2/writers-congress/writers-congress-texts/gorky-on-soviet-literature/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1934-2/writers-congress/writers-congress-texts/zhdanov-soviet-literature-the-richest-in-ideas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ia4DyErYhAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chDRXQ77IgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUnZqtcrOlI
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1943-2/the-cult-of-leadership/the-cult-of-leadership-texts/stalin-on-the-film-ivan-the-terrible/
https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/stalin-photo-manipulation-1922-1953/
https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/stalin-photo-manipulation-1922-1953/
https://youtu.be/jJmsV10MTJE
https://youtu.be/i5g-Ss9BDR4
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 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: The Cult of Personality. (Due by March 9). In 100-150 words, write 

about Stalin’s role in shaping his own personal and political image. 

2. Response on Ivan the Terrible. (Due by March 9). Please write an informal essay (250-500 

words) about the Eisenstein movie. Do not retell the content or the narrative of the film. Rather, 

show how it helps you learn about the period in general. References to specific episodes and 

interesting details could be helpful in showing that you have analyzed the film in the context of 

this course. Remember that the film can tell us a lot about the filmmakers themselves, not just 

about the subject matter.  

 

 Reminder: Draft final essay outline due March 20.  

 

 

Module 8 (March 20-24) 

The Great Terror 

 

 Read:  

Getty, J. Arch, and Oleg V. Naumov. The Road to Terror: Stalin and the Self-Destruction of the 

Bolsheviks, 1932-1939. Annals of Communism Series. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 

2008. (Chapter 13). 

Lewis Siegelbaum. “Socialist Legality.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 17, 2015. 

Podvolotskii. “Civil Liberties.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, 1923. 

 

Start reading: 

Eugenia Ginzburg, Journey into the Whirlwind, Mariner Books, 2002, ISBN 

0156027518 (Essay due April 11). 

 

 Watch: 

Bukharin and the Terror. Documentary, 1988. 

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: The Great Terror. (Due by March 23). In 100-150 words, write about 

either Bukharin’s letter to Stalin, OR the last letter by Yezhov, and what you think of Bukharin 

OR Yezhov as a politician and as a man. 

2. Response on Bukharin and the Terror. (Due by March 23). Please write an informal essay 

(250-500 words) about the documentary, imagining Stalin’s own response to this film. 

References to specific episodes and interesting details could be helpful in showing that you have 

analyzed the film in the context of this course. Feel free to use other readings as needed to make 

your case. 

 

 Reminder: Essay on Kataev due March 28.  

 

 

Module 9 (March 27-31) 

https://wrlc-gm.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01WRLC_GML/1giah39/alma9912373357504101
https://wrlc-gm.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01WRLC_GML/1giah39/alma9912373357504101
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1924-2/socialist-legality/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1924-2/socialist-legality/socialist-legality-texts/civil-liberties/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-txuA6WgXI
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The GULAG 

 

 Read:  

Khlevniuk, Oleg V. The History of the Gulag: From Collectivization to the Great Terror. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2004. (Selected documents). 

“Penal Labor Camps.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History. April 7, 1930. 

“Article 58, Criminal Code of the RSFSR (1934),” 1934.  

 

Start reading: 

Vasily Grossman, A Writer at War: A Soviet Journalist with the Red Army, 1941-1945, Vintage, 2007, 

ISBN 0307275337 (Essay due April 20) 

 

 

 Watch: 

Kolyma - Birthplace of Our Fear, 2019. 

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: The GULAG. (Due by March 30). In 100-150 words, comment on the 

documents you have read, and on how they added to your understanding of the GULAG system. 

2. Response on Kolyma - Birthplace of Our Fear. (Due by March 30). Please write an informal 

essay (250-500 words) about the documentary, and the Stalinist penal system. Remember that 

the film can tell us a lot about the filmmakers themselves, not just about the subject matter. 

References to specific episodes and interesting details could be helpful in showing that you have 

analyzed the film in the context of this course. Feel free to use other readings as needed to make 

your case. 

 

 

Module 10 (April 3-7) 

Enemy at the Gates: The Great Patriotic War 

 

 Read:  

Stalin. “Radio Broadcast 3 July 1941,” July 3, 1941. 

Iosif Stalin. “Order 227 (‘Not One Step Back’).” July 28, 1942. 

Kristen Edwards. “Wartime Evacuation.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 18, 2015. 

“The Siege Diary of Tanya Savicheva: The Scariest 9 Pages About the War.” 

 

 Watch: 

Stalin’s Speech on 6 November 1941 at Mayakovskaya Metro Station (Video Excerpt), 1941. 

Why We Fight: The Battle of Russia. Vol. 5. Why We Fight, 1943. 

The Dawns Here Are Quiet (1972) - Part 1 with Subtitles, 1972. 

The Dawns Here Are Quiet (1972) - Part 2 with Subtitles, 1972. 

Kseniya Simonova - Sand Animation (Україна Має Талант / Ukraine’s Got Talent), 2009. 

 

Optional: 

Stalin’s Radio Broadcast to the Soviet People (3 July 1941) [Subtitled], 1941. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/j.ctt5vkt98
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1929-2/magnetic-mountain/magnetic-mountain-texts/penal-labor-camps/
http://www.cyberussr.com/rus/uk58-e.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oo1WouI38rQ
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/stalin/works/1941/07/03.htm
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1943-2/the-nazi-tide-stops/no-one-steps-back/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1943-2/wartime-evacuation/
https://lr.mycdei.com/5047-.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_cbfLfMfMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrKDBFJoo2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDoK-BLiPW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Njdfo-mOqbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=518XP8prwZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSTQ7HTHMvo
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 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: The Great Patriotic War. (Due by April 6). In 150-250 words, comment 

on the documents you have read, and how they have added to your understanding of the war. 

2. Response on The Dawns Here Are Quiet and other videos. (Due by April 6). Please write an 

informal essay (250-500 words) about the feature film, made decades after the war ended. 

References to specific episodes and interesting details could be helpful in showing that you have 

analyzed the film in the context of this course. Feel free to use other videos and readings as 

needed to make your case. 

 

 Reminder: Essay on Ginzburg due April 11.  

 

 

Module 11 (April 10-14) 

Post-War Stalinism 

 

 Read:  

James von Geldern. “Xenophobia.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 19, 2015. 

L. Smirnov. “Spies, Saboteurs, Embezzlers and Swindlers (1953).” Seventeen Moments in Soviet 

History, September 1, 2015. 

Il’ia Ehrenburg. “Ehrenburg Memoirs 1921-1941. 1963.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, 

September 1, 2015. 

Article in ‘Pravda’ about the Doctors’ Plot, January 13, 1953. 

 

 Watch: 

Spring. Comedy. Mosfilm, 1947. 

 

 Write:  

1. Reflection on reading: Post-War Stalinism. (Due by April 13). In 100-150 words, comment on 

the documents you have read, and on how they contribute to your understanding of the post-war 

expectations, politics, and culture in the Soviet Union. 

2. Response on Spring (Due by April 13). Please write an informal essay (250-500 words) about 

this film made right after the war. Does the plot and the characters differ from those of the 1930s 

movies? References to specific episodes and interesting details could be helpful in showing that 

you have analyzed the film in the context of this course. Feel free to use other videos and 

readings as needed to make your case. 

 

 Reminder: Essay on Grossman due April 20.  

 

 

Module 12 (April 17-21) 

Cold War 

 

 Read:  

https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/xenophobia/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/xenophobia/xenophobia-texts/spies-saboteurs-embezzlers-and-swindlers/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/xenophobia/xenophobia-texts/ehrenburg-memoirs/
http://www.cyberussr.com/rus/vrach-ubijca-e.html
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Winston Churchill. “The Sinews of Peace Address at Westminster College, Fulton, MO,” March 5, 

1946. 

Andrei Zhdanov. “New Aspects of World Conflict: The International Situation.” Seventeen Moments 

in Soviet History, 1947. 

George Kennan. “Sources of Soviet Conduct.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, 1947. 

Iosif Stalin. “Inevitability of Wars among Capitalist Countries.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet 

History, 1952. 

 

 Write:  

Reflection on reading: Cold War. (Due by April 20). In 100-150 words, comment on the 

documents you have read, and on how they contribute to your understanding of the beginning 

and early stages of the Cold War. 

 

 Reminder: Final research essay due May 1.  

 

 

Module 13 (April 24-28) 

After Stalin. Legacy and Debate. 

 

 Read:  

Lewis Siegelbaum. “Succession to Stalin.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, June 19, 2015. 

Evgenii Evtushenko. “Mourners Crushed at Stalin’s Funeral.” Seventeen Moments in Soviet History, 

September 1, 2015. 

Khrushchev, Nikita. “The Cult of the Individual (1956).” The Guardian, April 26, 2007. 

 

 Watch: 

Even In Former Gulag, Stalin’s Popularity Persists. Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty. 2013. 

 

Optional: 

Inside the Stalin Archives: Discovering the New Russia. Jonathan Brent talk. 2012. 

 

 Write:  

Reflection on reading: After Stalin. (Due by April 27). In 100-150 words, comment on the 

documents you have read, and on how they contribute to your understanding of the current 

perception of Stalin and Stalinism. 

 

 

Module 14 (May 1-5) 

Review of Stalinism. We will discuss informally the course material, and your research essays. 

 

 Write:  

Your last journal entry will summarize what you have learned in this course, what was the most 

intriguing discovery, and what made you think or maybe change your views about Stalin, 

Stalinism, and Soviet history. 

   

https://www.wyzant.com/resources/lessons/history/hpol/churchill/peace
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/cold-war/cold-war-texts/zhdanov-on-the-international-situation/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/cold-war/cold-war-texts/sources-of-soviet-conduct/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1947-2/cold-war/cold-war-texts/stalin-on-the-inevitability-of-war-with-capitalism/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1954-2/succession-to-stalin/
https://soviethistory.msu.edu/1954-2/succession-to-stalin/succession-to-stalin-texts/mourners-crushed-at-stalins-funeral/
https://www.theguardian.com/theguardian/2007/apr/26/greatspeeches2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efU4opfSwQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyu3HAzMQPA
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Draft final essay outline 

This outline of your final essay should provide a general description of your project and 

demonstrate the current state of your research. Please include the following elements: 

1. topic(s) to be discussed (a descriptive title will do) 

2. thesis statement (introductory paragraph in which you describe the gist of your research 

and make a certain prediction about the outcome) 

3. outline of your argument (does not have to be final or refined) 

4. brief conclusion (if ready) 

5. annotated bibliography of your sources (primary and secondary)  

Ideal length: 250-500 words. 

  

 

Final research essay 

 

This final essay (2,000-2,500 words) will explore a topic of your choice (approved by your 

professor) related to the history of Stalinism. It should be based on evidence limited to the 

readings and films studied and watched in this class, as well as (optionally) the Harvard Project 

on the Soviet Social System Online. Any other sources (primary or secondary) must be discussed 

and approved before using them in this paper. 

 

Elements of a successful research essay are: 

1. Thesis statement (clear and focused research question, and a certain prediction of the 

outcome) 

2. Discussion of evidence (your sources) 

3. Clear and structured argument supported by evidence (references to primary and 

secondary sources) 

4. Conclusion  

5. Bibliography 

 

You may want to check out these immensely useful suggestions by our colleague Zachary 

Schrag about writing a research paper: 

Argument 

Organization 

 

https://historyprofessor.org/argument/
https://historyprofessor.org/organization/

